


A modern silent film told in mesmerizing American Sign Language (ASL) and 
captioned for the hearing. After the death of his fiancée’s daughter while in his care, 

a Deaf* man shuts himself off from the world. Haunted by memories, it is only 
through new friendship that he can learn to forgive, love and reconnect.
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* A capital “D” for Deaf denotes Deaf culture.  A lower case “d” indicates the physiological condition.



First full-length feature film in Sign Language
Universal Signs has the unique distinction of being the first feature film that embraces sign language in the storytelling of a film, 
rendering it a foreign language film for the hearing audience. The film is framed for maximum visualization of the sign language, 
allowing Deaf people to enjoy a film in their native language for the first time. The film is captioned in English throughout for both 
hearing and Deaf audiences, making the film easily readied for transfer to the international marketplace.  

The signing in the film is authentic and will be appreciated by Deaf audiences worldwide (see section on Deaf Audience 
Feedback). Robert DeMayo, a Deaf actor, teacher and the film’s ASL consultant, transliterated the script from written English into 
ASL taking into account the variations in signing related to socioeconomic status, cultural upbringing and local colloquialisms.  
On-set ASL coaching was provided to the actors to ensure the signing was accurate.  Sabrina Lloyd studied sign language 
intensely for three months to prepare for her role as Mary Callahan taking both private and group classes as she did not know 
any sign language before this production.  Margot Kidder, Robert Hogan, and Ashlyn Sanchez also learned ASL for their roles.  

Unlike other motion pictures that have used hearing actors to play deaf characters, Universal Signs advocates and promotes 
Deaf culture and Deaf performing artists as all Deaf characters are played by Deaf actors.

What Makes Universal Signs  
Special?

Modern-Day Silent Film
Universal Signs is a theatrical experience. Hearing audiences 
are completely absorbed (see section on Hearing Audience 
Feedback) because their senses are altered by the lack of 
spoken dialogue. They are more focused on the visual beauty 
and feel they “can’t look away” or they will miss something. 
In this way, the audience travels on a first-person journey 
through the Deaf world, truly stepping into the shoes of a 
Deaf person for 100 minutes. Rather than treating deafness 
as a physiological condition, hearing audiences are exposed 
to Deaf culture bringing about greater awareness of an under-
represented American subculture.

Bridging Cultures
Universal Signs is a new experience for both hearing and 
Deaf audiences. Hearing audiences step into the Deaf world 
viewing a silent movie in a foreign language, and Deaf 
audiences can view a movie in their native language for the 
first time. Because of the perfect timing of the captions, the 
audiences laugh at the same time, cry at the same time, side 
by side. When watching other films with captions, the Deaf 
audience is often at a disadvantage and delayed, not able 
to catch jokes at the same time as their hearing counterparts. 
Universal Signs is neither strictly for the hearing audience nor 
for the Deaf audience — it bridges two worlds and cultures. 

All-Original Score by an Academy Award®-  
Winning Composer
Academy Award® winner Joseph Renzetti painstakingly 
composed the entire film with an original score. The music 
sets the mood for each scene – haunting, yearning, flirty, even 
comedic at times. It is a prominent voice in the film because it 
does not compete with ambient noises or dialogue. The score 
is its own character in the film, relating more to the mood of 
the characters than the scene’s action. For hearing audiences, 
watching Universal Signs is similar to watching a ballet or old-
fashioned silent movie. As in a silent film, the characters have 
their own theme music; Andrew’s theme is haunted, whereas 
Mary’s is light and uplifting.

Universal Themes
Although Universal Signs is told in an unusual way, it has a 
message that is understood across all culture barriers. It is 
a universal story about connection, redemption, and love. 
It is an exploration of depression and overcoming personal 
obstacles, something that every human experiences. It shows 
that Deaf or hearing, we are all the same and experience the 
same emotions of joy and loss.
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Deaf Audience

This was my very first experience viewing a film that uses •	
almost entirely ASL and I felt like I could call this my own 
film. I feel good because this film is a vehicle to teach 
others about the Deaf culture and how we handle life 
on a daily basis. I found the messages to be uplifting 
and empowering that Deaf people can be normal and 
that they do have similar feelings that hearing people 
experience, such as depression and love. I thought the 
ASL transliteration was excellent. I think the experience 
will move the hearing audience more because it will 
change the way they think about Deaf people.

It touched me in ways that affected my life.  This film •	
actually included Deaf actors!  The film may help 
hearing people understand how Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing people sometimes feel isolated among hearing 
people.  

I was very happy to see such a medium can be •	
produced.  It made me FEEL!  I noticed a lot of linguistic 
nuances.  As a teacher, I see this film as a great cultural 
tool in the classroom across all ages and groups.

Hearing Audience

• This was a wonderful movie.  It was sad, moving, 
brought me to tears, insightful, fun, witty, and completely 
captivating. I am better for having watched. The whole 
film took me on an up and down ride emotionally and I 
was left in a perfect place. It took a few minutes to get 
used to the film experience. It made me much more alert 
for everything else going on — the rest of the image, 
subtle visual cues, the music...I liked it a lot! This movie 
totally got into my heart.  I really felt for Andy and Mary 
and even for the cousin. I felt like I saw myself in each of 
the characters. I loved the music; it matched perfectly — 
so, perfectly that at times, I was thinking to myself how 
well the tempo of the music went with the scene — and I 
don’t normally think this way.  I love the song at the end. 
I just wanted to sit and listen.  

I didn’t know what to expect and it was one of the best •	
movies that I have seen in a long time — extremely 
poignant and moving. It was really eye-opening to 
view the difficulties that deaf people incur from their 
perspective.  A number of the major actors didn’t 
know any sign language when cast, so this film was 
an incredible accomplishment of all participants. Ann 
is extremely talented. This is definitely a movie to see.  
Hopefully you will be able to see it on a big screen in 
the next couple of years.

Audience Feedback
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Audience Feedback
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Additional Deaf Audience Feedback

I looked forward to each scene wondering how it •	 would 
turn out. Not a boring moment. The theme is accepting 
your fellow person for who they are. This is sorely needed 
in this world. Other films have “faked” sign language, but 
not this one. I felt proud that ASL, my native language, was 
used. I think the film will show hearing people that Deaf 
people are just as intelligent and giving of themselves as 
hearing people. This film will show hearing people that 
Deaf people are as good as they are. 

The film had a very nice range of moods — sad, happy, •	
cheerful, and a happy ending.  

The story reflects what is happening in the Deaf community •	
today. I felt I was in the Deaf community...only in a movie.  

I was curious to know what was next. I was connected to •	
the entire film. The film is beautiful with a well-blended use 
of language. The right shot with the right angles – very 
crisp and clear. Many feelings were used to describe the 
characters — sad, touching, profoundly emotional and 
a happy ending. The spiritual aspects were beautiful. It 
helped Andy to move on with his life. Spirituality brings 
families closer no matter if you are Deaf or hearing. 
The film is all about inner self-faith and strength. The last 
scene lightened up the movie. I can leave with a good 
feeling that Andy had a re-birth of life and love. I noticed 
subtle variations in the characters’ signing based on their 
upbringing and skills. The ASL transliteration was beautiful.  
Nothing needs to be changed; it is very clear.  

The film includes all aspects of the Deaf community and a •	
Deaf person’s life. It felt more real. This movie will educate 
hearing people so much! 

I think it is fantastic and we need more films like this. I •	
felt good because this was a film made for me as a Deaf 
person where it was done in my native language and I 
understood everything 100%. The ASL transliteration was 
done beautifully and clearly. I think the film is very creative 
and helps to show hearing people what it is like for us. 

The captions were fabulous! It felt great to see the full •	
screen in ASL. The signing was not cut off.  The captions 
were the best I have every seen. Overall the movie was 
beautiful and touching. You all did a great job! 

I teared up at moments and the ending made me •	
cry. I loved how I saw a lot of symbolism (raining = 
depression/sadness, colors, etc.) and it was nice seeing 
Deaf culture in there too (flashing lights, ASL, subtitles, 
etc.). The spiritual aspects were beautiful, especially the 
prodigal son story being tied into Andy forgiving himself.  
This was necessary to help the story as far as Andy 
forgiving himself. It was a wonderfully made film. I loved 
how this movie was made especially the “little touches,” 
such as the use of mirrors to show the front and back 
of characters so you can see them signing.  The use of 
camera angles was excellent — very well thought out and 
made the film. 

One image stuck in my head, Mary and Andy sat on the •	
end of the bed and we watch their signing in the mirror 
— Brilliant! How you use the camera in different angles 
and so forth were lovely done. 

I find it to be very beautiful and great storytelling. I haven’t •	
seen another movie like this in a lifetime. 



Audience Feedback
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Additional Hearing Audience Feedback
It was reminiscent of old silent films. It made me feel more than •	
I otherwise would have. It made me more aware of the visuals 
and more empathetic to the characters. It differed only at the 
start as I acclimated to the shift in medium. Being sensitive to 
the religious experience, I was surprised how well the spiritual 
aspect works for me. Mary really pulled off her role as the 
representation or bodily form of a certain kind of innocence, 
unconditional love, and presenter of his guardian angels. I like 
how because Mary acting as a conduit to Andrew’s freedom, 
he was able to approach the religious teaching with an open, 
“beginner’s” mind, which in turn allowed the audience to 
do so as well. Wonderful! It took me on a journey that was 
experienced both emotionally and spiritually. It gave timeless 
wisdom — made me laugh, made me cry and expanded me.  
The music and characters moved me and I enjoyed the artistry.

The film made me feel quiet and absorbed. It went in more •	
deeply into my soul — less distraction and more quiet. I was 
very touched and moved. Everyone was crying. The spiritual 
aspects were profound. It was an awesome movie — creative, 
deep, absorbing, moving and emotional. I was totally 
absorbed in it. It was sophisticated — a wonderful study in 
the power of asking for forgiveness and unconditional love. It 
explored the depths and heights of the human experience.   

It was beautiful, lovely, poignant and is a film that cuts through •	
all barriers...hearing/deafness. You could take that to another 
level of humanity — speaking any language, handling 
tragedy, allowing yourself to heal, opening yourself up for 
that. This film makes a difference and I was moved, touched, 
and inspired. It was a deeply profound movie. People were 
clapping at the end before the song (David Gray’s “This Year’s 
Love”) ended and I just wanted to BE in it, not clap, but it was 
certainly clap worthy!!!! The message was a universal/non-
denominational message not religious...a spiritual message.   

The modern silent film experience brings you to the edge of •	
your seat so that you have to see — see all the detail. The 
music was like heartbeats and heartbeats should never die. It 
made me cry and pulled on my heart strings.  

I liked how his dreams/happy times were all more colorful •	
while his bad times were “black and white.” Also, the themes 
seem to fit the movie in that when he was with Katie it was 
almost magical and then that was lost and regained. Most 
movies today are not like this one. This is a one-of-a-kind in 
today’s modern film. This film had a lot of very well mixed 
emotions. I liked how every character had their own musical 
themes. The music definitely matched well. I liked the end song 
(David Gray’s “This Year’s Love”). I really loved the movie and 
would like a copy. I think this film will be good for the Deaf 
community and that it could really change filmmaking. I hope it 
gets distribution.  

I appreciated the character driven nature of the film •	
and the raw emotions that were out there and present 
and also those that were elicited by the experience of 
watching the film. My emotional connection to Andy 
built as we, the viewer, are let more and more into the 
backstory and his relationship with Katie. I felt very 
sympathetic to Andy and his story — his inability to 
forgive himself and his self-loathing behavior at times. I 
believe this film fits in with most indie/foreign/art-house 
films I see. The captions were very easy to follow. Great 
job with having captions align with on-screen character 
placement. Well-acted by Andy, Mary, and Katie. Nicely 
shot — good camera angles, great production value. 
I was pleasantly surprised by the spiritual aspect of the 
film.   

It did not feel silent to me. It felt more like a foreign •	
film.  Mary was superb. She lights up the screen. Katie 
is enchanting. I liked the religious/spiritual aspect of 
the film. It was part of Mary’s character and Mary is 
delightful and “saves” Andy. The priest was well cast and 
when he moved away after explaining about forgiveness 
to Andrew — that was strong. Mis en scene is excellent 
and the writing is excellent. Also, it looks beautiful — 
lovely cinematography.  

It was very rich, complex and filled with layers (much •	
like a painting). I really felt like I was part of the journey 
and it just reminded me about how real life can be 
sometimes.  You captured so many of life’s subtleties. 
What happened to Andrew could happen to anyone. 
We all go through life for the first time, and having the 
courage to open our hearts again and again to others 
can be so scary. The film really made me think and ask 
myself a lot of questions.
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Universal Signs
Reviewed By Erik Childress
Posted 03/27/08 02:25:28

"Any Signal Sabrina Lloyd Gives You - Act On It!"
 (Awesome)

SCREENED AT THE 2008 PHILADELPHIA FILM FESTIVAL: A few movies over the years have attempted to give audiences
the disorientation that comes with being blind. Most famously used in the theatrical and cinematic experience of Wait Until Dark,
the blueprint for creating a sequence that masks its viewers in utter blackness while the movie continues. Normally it evolves
during the course of a horror story to grasp us in the natural fear that arrives with the sudden realization that we’re unable to
know when our sight will return. (Spielberg’s Night Gallery episode famously used it as the ironic punchline.) Filmmakers use it to
see how far they can clock it before audiences become impatient or snicker-happy. Anything more than a few minutes and you
don’t have a movie, you have a hearing test. So here comes Ana Calamia, jumping into the fray with her first picture and
experimenting with the medium of another impairment. The characters of Universal Signs may have trouble seeing what’s right in
front of them from time-to-time, but Andrew is unable to hear as well and this embracing story is told entirely through his ears.

Andrew’s (Anthony Natale) journey is indeed told through the perspective of a deaf man. No ambient noises. Dialogue is either filtered
through sign language or the closed captioning made available for us sign-impaired. The only time Andrew apparently can hear sound is
within his own dreams and aside from that the only collinear tonality comes from the harmonies of Joe Renzetti’s constant score. As a
supervisor at work, Andrew’s no-nonsense demands of work-now/talk-later usually draw him scorn and mocking with hidden lips. This
particular morning with a missing wallet has hardly brightened his mood but he soon gets into a friendly tech support exchange by e-mail
with the college’s new librarian, Mary. When they meet face-to-face, Andrew is not only lucky enough to see that she resembles Sabrina
Lloyd  but that her own family has some deaf history and she’s pretty fluent in signing. So what if she occasionally mixes up “beer” with 
“bitch?” 

Andrew and Mary have another chance encounter and strike up an obvious attraction to one another. Their first evening together doesn’t go
quite as smoothly and Andrew continues to be haunted by the nightmares of a previous relationship with obvious tragic implications. After
a brief bout at trying to keep Mary at a distance, he eventually opens his eyes to more than just the obvious perfections of her personality
and communication skills and the pair begin a romance built upon the foundations of faith and forgiveness. 

Two words like that may be scary enough to viewers worried that they’re about to be bombarded with some Mitch Albom/Nicholas Sparks
gobbelygook. But while there is certainly an undercurrent involving Mary’s Sunday morning habits, it’s just one of the many naturalistic
and unobtrusive aspects of the film that manages to avoid its potential gimmick trappings. Once you accept the manner in which Calamia
tells her story, our immersion into it becomes so seamless that you may catch yourself occasionally ignoring the subtitles laid out for us and
trying to directly read the lips of the characters. 

There’s also something magical that occurs without calling obvious attention to itself when Universal Signs  actually gets around to
embracing its roots in the history of silent film. Developments in the plotting may give you the occasional eye roll for either their
contrivance. But when you discover the big reveal during an Easter dinner scene, those versed in the schools of Chaplin or clavical-themed
westerns will recognize the subtle shift in Renzetti’s score and provide new light on the direct convenience of an early antagonist and the
second one it spawns. It’s not a far trip to imagine this dinner sequence with full title cards and speeded-up film in a full-on homage to the
beginnings of motion pictures before we could all hear Al Jolson. 

Universal Signs , more than most films obviously, depends on a pair of actors to make us believe in a world where words and volume can
not be used as crutches for selling a performance or an emotion. Anthony Natale is a deaf actor that you may remember as Richard
Dreyfuss’ grown-up son in Mr. Holland’s Opus or the romantic in the elevator who inspired Jerry Maguire’s penultimate declaration of
love. Here is does a marvelous job creating sympathy for his haunted past and never overplaying his cautious distance from Mary. There’s



love. Here is does a marvelous job creating sympathy for his haunted past and never overplaying his cautious distance from Mary. There’s
the risk of being such a sourpuss that we find ourselves falling in with the co-workers ready to pull a Seinfeld trick the minute his eyes
can’t meet our lips. But Calamia and Natale balance Andrew’s pain with not so much a slow thaw, but a more human recognition that love
does indeed begin with being able to say you’re sorry. 

Calamia and Natale also couldn’t have found a better partner for Andrew than Sabrina Lloyd. Years ago after seeing the little indie,
Dopamine, at the 2003 Sundance Film Festival I remember telling people that the way director Mark Decena framed her in some of those
scene, Sabrina would be right at home as a silent film actress. Not because she had to over-sell grandiose emotions in some reverse
Kuleshov Effect method but because her eyes and smile had the ability to tell a story all by themselves. Anyone who fancied her work as
the sunny assistant on Sports Night knows she can sell the dialogue but in Universal Signs , she doesn’t miss a beat without it making it just
as easy to fall for her the way we usually do for any cool, smart, funny girl that manifests in a Garden State, Juno or Once. This is
precisely the kind of role that Sabrina Lloyd should be getting more of and it was great to see that same magic from Dopamine again. 

(While unintentional I’m sure, there is a sort of bemused Dopamine swap going on with Lloyd’s character in Universal Signs. This time it
was the guy that was damaged with memories of a “lost” person from his past,  which he then loses himself in painting while Lloyd’s Mary
hunts down his past on the internet and prints up pages for him to see. Apples and oranges and never a distraction, but I can’t also be the
only one to appreciate the link of Margot Kidder playing Lloyd’s mom while twin sisters are running around the house.)

The underlying themes of communication never overburden the central connection we’re making along with Andrew and Mary.
There’s subtlety in the pair of apologetic e-mails that are never sent, thus emphasizing society’s overreliance on mechanization
over human contact. Calamia’s affection for both Modern Times and City Lights wisely become wedged in instead of inviting a
direct and unfair comparison. The closing moments where the instrumental is finally joined by lyrics is a beautiful touch (with just
the right song) in encapsulating Andrew and Mary’s romance and a perfect reminder that a well-timed word, whether spoken or
unspoken can be all you need to fall in love. Just as you are likely to be by the end of Universal Signs.

© Copyright HBS Entertainment, Inc.
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American Sign Language, the language through which the movie Universal Signs is communicated, is taken
by approximately 125 students per semester at Penn.

Signs speak louder than words
By: Alissa Eisenberg

Posted: 4/4/08

To Penn students interested in foreign languages, learning a language without words is as foreign as you can
get.

But for the approximately 125 students who study American Sign Language each semester or those who are
deaf or hard of hearing, there are not many movies that target deaf culture - until now.

Today at 4 p.m. in Annenberg 110 a screening will be held of a new film, Universal Signs, which will also
be featured in the Philadelphia Film Festival this week. 

The silent film is a "first person journey through the deaf experience; therefore, for most of the film, [you]
will not hear talking or every day audible noises, such as forks clicking on plates or a telephone ring,"
explains the movie's Web site.

The film was made with the support of Creative Access, the Philadelphia area's only advocacy, arts service
group dedicated to deaf culture.

Following the 100-minute screening, Penn alumnus Anna Calamia, who wrote and directed the film, will
deliver a talk entitled "Universal Signs [captioned for the hearing]: Talking on Hollywood's Perception of
Cinema While Advocating for a Minority Culture."

She will discuss the experience of making the film as well as her motivation to reach out to the deaf
community.

Universal Signs, which is told primarily in ASL, follows the story of a young deaf computer technician
named Andrew while he is trying to escape the daily routine of his job. He develops a relationship with his
co-worker Mary, who also knows how to communicate through signs.

The film claims that while the main character is deaf, the story "is one with which all people can connect -



one of forgiveness, redemption and love."

The movie's unique reversal of communication allows the deaf audience to watch the film in their native
language while the non-signing audience members read the captions.

ASL Program Coordinator Jami Fisher, who helped bring the film to Penn, said that the movie "brings
performing arts to the deaf community."

She added, "This is probably one of the first films closed captioned for all audiences. Deaf people and
hearing people can get equally as much out of it, which is very unique."

All the deaf characters in the film are played by deaf actors, including Anthony Natale from Mr. Holland's
Opus and Sabrina Lloyd from Numb3rs.

© Copyright 2008 The Daily Pennsylvanian
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tech

Subtitles are an essential part of the story in “Universal Signs.” Rather
than merely translate what the actors are saying, they give viewers

an intimate window into a unique subculture by using the latest caption-
ing technology.

Producer Catherine Miller says the movie is about a man whose life is
nearly destroyed by a tragedy for which he feels responsible — because
his deafness meant he could not hear the screams of a drowning child.
The story is told primarily using American Sign Language, with captions
for those who don’t know it, accompanied by an interpretive score com-
posed for a small orchestra.

“All of the shots are framed so the deaf can watch it in their native
language, which has never been done before, while hearing audiences
will be able to witness the beauty of a visual language,” Miller says.
“Deafness is not a disability, it is a minority subculture. The captions are
just like when you go to a foreign film. You’re seeing this new and differ-

ent story, but at the same time it’s
human and universal.”

Miller says the project wouldn’t
have been feasible without DTS’
Cinema Subtitling System technolo-
gy. “We wanted to make it as
accessible to as many people as
possible,” she says. “And to be hon-
est, as an independent filmmaker,
as cheaply as possible.”

Captioning directly onto the print is expensive, she says, and getting
those few prints to theaters is a task few exhibitors are willing to under-
take for a niche audience. Those with DTS-CSS installed can project sub-
titles by putting a disc in the player.

“If theaters get DTS’ open captioning technology, they will never have
to get a special print again,” she says. “That saves them money and ben-
efits everybody, making it possible for members of the deaf community
to participate in the experience of seeing a first-run film at a theater.”

Integrating the subtitles even further into the “Signs” story, they dis-
appear completely if the character can’t see the ASL speaker.

If the character in “Signs” is deaf, so is the actor portraying that per-
son. Margot Kidder recently joined a cast that includes Anthony Natale, a
leading actor in the deaf community, known for his roles in “7th Heaven,”
“Jerry Maguire” and “Mr. Holland’s Opus”; Lupe Ontiveros (“Selena,”“The
Goonies”), who has two deaf sons and does a lot of advocacy work; and
Sabrina Lloyd (“Numbers,”“Ed”), who learned sign language for the film.

Director Ann Calamia was inspired to write the script by a movie
screening that included an ASL interpreter provided by the Philadelphia-
based Creative Access organization.

“(Calamia) realized how the communication that goes on in the deaf
community is a whole subculture she knows nothing about and set out
to research it,” Miller says.

Susie Beiersdorf of DTS’ Cinema Products division says that DTS-CSS
subtitles are on a CD-ROM that the player synchronizes with the timecode
on the film and displays on the screen. The discs containing the captions
are linked by a serial number to an individual print, just as the DTS sound-
track discs are, making it impossible for a theater to play the wrong disc.

DTS also makes the Rear Window Captioning System, which feeds
closed captions to an LED display on the back wall of the theater. View-
ers use portable reflectors to read them so others in the audience can’t
see the words.

Chris Marlowe

reporter

DTS subtitling system
can translate cultures

Chris Marlowe can be reached at cmarlowe@hollywoodreporter.com.

By Jesse Hiestand

S A G ’ s
national board
has agreed to
resolve a con-
tract dispute
with former
CEO and
national execu-
tive director
Greg Hes-
singer over the

union’s refusal to pay severance
after firing him in the fall, sources
said Tuesday.

The board, which had been
pursuing a legal strategy that it
was not obligated to honor Hes-
singer’s contract, authorized the
settlement at a meeting Saturday

by agreeing to pay some but not
all of the $1.6 million that was
owed on the remaining 31⁄2 years of
Hessinger’s four-year contract.
Sources said the amount was
about $500,000.

SAG spokesman Seth Oster
would not confirm the settle-
ment but said the union would
have a formal statement when the
agreement is finalized.

“The guild hopes to settle this
matter in a mutually amicable
way and is currently working to
do that,” Oster said.

Hessinger was not available for
comment.

The settlement defuses a
potentially ugly and protracted
conflict as Hessinger, who had

By Georg Szalai

NEW YORK — In a Valen-
tine’s Day breakup surprise,

satellite TV
giant EchoStar
Communica-
tions said
Tuesday in a
regulatory fil-
ing that
Michael Neu-
man has
resigned as
president and

chief operating officer, effective
Monday, after only about eight
months on the job.

The filing did not provide a
reason for the departure, and a
company spokesman declined
comment.

Once a corporate highflier in

Canada, Neuman took the pres-
ident and chief operating officer
job in June, with chairman and
CEO Charles Ergen signaling
then that he would take a some-
what reduced public role and
leave day-to-day operations to
Neuman.

Neuman’s duties will be

By Georg Szalai

NEW YORK — Satellite TV
giant DirecTV Group and tele-
phone firm BellSouth Corp. on
Tuesday extended an exclusive
marketing alliance by five years
without providing financial details.

The deal comes at a time when
DirecTV investors are looking for

By Borys Kit

Univer-
sal Pic-
tures has
h i r e d
Jonathan
Jakubow-
icz to
write and
direct the
b i g -
s c r e e n
adaptation of Robert Lud-
lum’s “The Sigma Proto-
col.” Paul L. Sandberg is
producing.

“Protocol” centers on an
American economist who

Neuman

Jakubowicz

See SAG on page 44

See JAKUBOWICZ on page 44
See DIRECTV on page 44

See NEUMAN on page 44

EchoStar chief Neuman exits

DirecTV extends
BellSouth pact

Jakubowicz
follows Uni
‘Protocol’

SAG board changes course,
will settle with Hessinger
Agrees to pay a portion of contract

“Universal Signs”

Hessinger
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